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Formation and structure of M31’s halo
(McConnachie et al. 2018)
● Hierarchical formation
○ In-situ vs accreted
○ Substructure 
○ Inner vs outer 
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Formation and structure of M31’s halo
(McConnachie et al. 2018)
● Hierarchical formation
○ In-situ vs accreted
○ Substructure 
○ Inner vs outer 
● GSS formed through 
interaction with satellite
○ Progenitor mass? 
 ￫ Need chemistry!!
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Chemical evolution in dwarf satellites
(Tolstoy et al. 2009)
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The SPLASH Survey
● RGB spectra (~20 000)
○ Disk
○ Inner/outer halo 
(~1500)
○ Satellites
● Keck II + DEIMOS 
○ 600ZD: 4500-9100 Å
■ R ~ 2000
○ 1200G: 6300-9100Å
■ R ~ 6000
● ~10% have S/N > 15 Å-1
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(Gilbert et al. 2018)
Coadding stars
Process: grouping and ﬁtting with spectral synthesis
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Coadding stars
Process and validation
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Coadding stars
Process and validation
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Coadded groups are consistent 
with weighted averages, showing 
they do represent average 
abundances of stars in the group.
Coadding stars
High S/N (deep data)
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Coadding stars
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Low S/N (shallow data)
Coadding stars
7
Low S/N (shallow data)
[Fe/H] and [α/Fe] from coadded 
groups are consistent with 
individual measurements,
even at low S/N
Coadding stars
M31 dSphs
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Coadding stars
M31 dSphs
(Vargas et al. 2014a)
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Coadding stars
M31 dSphs
(Vargas et al. 2014a)
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Mass-metallicity relation (MZR) 
9
(Kirby et al. 2013)
Mass-metallicity relation (MZR) 
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(Kirby et al. 2013)
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Conclusions and Prospects
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● Coadded spectra accurately recover mean [Fe/H] and 
[α/Fe] of constituent stars. 
○ Coaddition is valid for shallow observations (tobs ~ 1-2 hours)
● First [α/Fe] measurements 
for four M31 dSphs (And IX, 
XIV, XV, XVIII).
● Updated MZR using more 
robust statistics
○ Includes both individual and 
coadded spectra, deep and 
shallow observations.
● Apply method to halo ﬁelds 
to get spectroscopic 
metallicities across M31 halo
○ Investigate MDF of smooth halo 
vs. substructure
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● First [α/Fe] measurements 
for four M31 dSphs (And IX, 
XIV, XV, XVIII).
● Updated MZR using more 
robust statistics
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coadded spectra, deep and 
shallow observations.
● Apply method to halo ﬁelds 
to get spectroscopic 
metallicities across M31 halo
○ Investigate MDF of smooth halo 
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